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 Today´s Agenda (after co�ee break)

Di�erences between European IP law and IP law in the United States 

Pharma protection in Europe, including "evergreening" strategies

IP for emerging technologies in the 4th Industrial Revolution

The increased importance of Standard Essential Patents in the 4th IR

Overview of customs protection in Europe



Representative Di�erences between 
European and US IP law

Absolute Novelty Requirement - no
grace period

Under current system, patentee must
validate the patent in each of the EPC
countries of interest

No method of treatment or diagnostic
claims, per se

15 claims without excess claim fees 

Limited grace period for inventor

A granted US patent applies to the entire
United States

Method of treatment and diagnostic claims
are ok

20 claims without excess claim fees

Europe United States



Representative Di�erences between 
European and US IP law

At the EPO, multiple dependent claims and multiple dependent claims which depend on
multiple dependent claims are ok.

At the USPTO, multiple dependent claims are expensive and multiple dependent claims which
depend on multiple dependent claims are not permitted.

Consider the following set of 4 claims:

Which claims are ok in Europe?

Which claims are ok in the United States?

1.  A widget comprising element A.
2. The widget of claim 1, further comprising element B.
3. The widget of any of the preceding claims, further comprising element C.
4. The widget of any of the preceding claims, further comprising element D.



Representative Di�erences between 
European and US IP law

If Paris Convention deadline is missed
by 2 months or less, restoration of
priority claim is possible but requires a
showing of "due care".

Claim amendment requirements are
very strict, requiring nearly ipsis verbis
support in the speci�cation.

Can use PACE program to accelerate
prosecution of patent applications.
 There is no fee associated with PACE
and there is no requirement of claim
correspondence as with PPH

The restoration of a priority claim in the
United States is easier and is assessed
under the "unintentional" standard.

The USPTO is much more lenient about
claim amendments.

Most common way to accelerate
prosecution is through PPH which requires
showing of at least one allowable claim in
another jurisdiction, (e.g., IP5 PPH) and
claim correspondence with US application.

Europe United States



Representative Di�erences between 
European and US IP law

European patent examiners rarely apply
more than 2 references to an inventive
step (obviousness) rejection.

Oral proceedings at the end of
prosecution can be done by video
conference and can include auxiliary
fall-back claim sets.  The EPO is
represented by 3 examiners who
participate in oral hearings.

USPTO examiners sometimes apply
several references to an obvious rejection
which can suggest the impermissible use
of hindsight.

In-person meetings or telephone
conferences can be arranged with the
USPTO examiner to discuss claims, but
these are much less formal than oral
proceedings at the EPO.

Europe United States



Representative Di�erences between the
European and US IP law

Opposition proceedings in Europe
(initiated within 9 months of patent
grant) are relatively inexpensive and
allow patentee to use fallback positions.

Patent litigation in European countries
(except the UK) is relatively inexpensive.

Requests for claim amendments are rarely
granted in PGR and IPR (both post-grant
proceedings).  USPTO pilot program and
Aqua Products decision has made it a little
easier, but still only about 25% of requests
to amend claims are granted.

Patent litigation in the United States can be
very expensive, mainly because of the cost
of discovery (e.g., document exchange,
expert reports, depositions, pre-trial
motions) and the trial itself which can
include the use of many fact and expert
witnesses.

Europe United States



 Challenges in the Pharma Industry in Europe

 
Similar to the challenges in other jurisdictions:

timing of patent application �lings compared to stage of drug development
and regulatory requirements

need for evergreening strategies

but keep in mind added challenges based on prohibition in Europe against
claims directed, per se, to methods of treatment and diagnostic methods 



 Challenges in the Pharma Industry in Europe

 

 

Examples of Evergreening Strategies:

     derivatives and isomeric forms

�rst application directed to NCE
subsequent applications directed to 

dosage form of NCE 
alternate dosage form of NCE
dosing ranges
packaging
combinations of active ingredients
use of supplemental protection certi�cates ("SPCs") to extend the
patent term based on regulatory delay



 Challenges in the Pharma Industry in Europe

 

 

Recent European Court of Justice ("CJEU")
Decisions relating to SPCs and combination
products: 
 

hold that the SPC regulations require
more clarity and speci�city in the
description of possible combination
products

are very much based on policy
considerations relating to overall purpose
of SPC regulations



 Challenges in the Pharma Industry in Europe

 

 

Based on recent CJEU decisions would an
SPC be valid based on the facts provided in
Examples 1 or 2 below?  Why?

Example 1:  Speci�cation describes and claims
compound A used in combination with compound B.
Both compound A and compound B are clearly and
speci�cally described.

Example 2:  Speci�cation describes and claims
compound A used in combination with other active
ingredients.  Pharma Co. seeks and SPC for A and B.
The speci�cation, however does not clearly and
speci�cally describe compound B.



IP LAW in EUROPE and the 4th Industrial Revolution

Lots of activity over the last 20 months:

December 2017:  EPO published a report on "Patents and the Fourth
Industrial Revolution"

25 May 2018:  EU General Data Protection Regulation n. 2016/679 ("the
GDPR") went into e�ect

1 November 2018:  the EPO issued new guidelines which include a new
section on patentability of arti�cial intelligence and machine learning

31 January 2019:  WIPO published its �rst "Technology Trends" study on
Arti�cial Intelligence

June 2019:  EPO published an academic study on AI inventorship (authored
by Dr. Noam Shemtov of Queen Mary University of London)



Source: EPO



IP LAW in EUROPE and the 4IR - The Past 20 Months



STATISTICS FROM WIPO´s STUDY ON AI

Largest portfolio of AI patent applications:  International Business Machines Corp.
(IBM) with 8,290 inventions at the end of 2016; Microsoft Corp. is second with
5,930. 

The other top �ve applicants:  Japan-based Toshiba Corp. (5,223), Samsung Group,
of Republic of Korea (5,102) and NEC Group, of Japan (4,406). 

Chinese organizations account for 3 of the 4 academic players which are among
the top 30 patent applicants, with the Chinese Academy of Sciences ranking 17th
with over 2,500 patent families. Among academic players, Chinese organizations
account for 17 of the top 20 academic players in AI patenting as well as 10 of the
top 20 in AI-related scienti�c publications. 



PATENTABILITY OF AI 

New EPO guidelines include new section on patentability of AI
and machine learning (1 November 2018), which:

provide new section G-II 3.3; see, www.epo.org/law-
practice/legal-texts/html/guidelines2018/e/g_ii_3_3_1.htm 

include several speci�c examples on how the current EPO
legal framework applies to AI 

show that the same approach to computer implemented
inventions is likewise relevant to AI



PATENTABILITY OF AI 

More speci�cally, the new EPO guidelines clarify that:

"Arti�cial intelligence and machine learning are based on computational
models and algorithms are per se of an abstract mathematical nature" (and
thus, are not patentable, as such).

The EPO applies a two-hurdle approach (similar to all CII inventions) in
evaluating the technical character and purpose of the invention to determine
whether the claims go beyond abstract and/or mathematical subject matter. 



PATENTABILITY OF AI 
TWO-HURDLE APPROACH 

(1)  eligibility (art. 52.2 and 52.3
EPC):  the claimed subject-matter
must have a technical character.
"Expressions such as "support
vector machine", "reasoning
engine" or "neural network" are
looked at carefully, because they
usually refer to abstract models
devoid of technical character".
Claims should be drafted
pursuant to the Guidelines (CII)

(2) novelty and inventiveness (art.
54 and 56 EPC): the claimed subject
matter must serve a technical
purpose. AI and ML should
contribute to the technical
character of the invention: restrict
the claims to a speci�c technical
implementation or application
(e.g. the use of a neural network in
a heart-monitoring apparatus for
the purpose of identifying
irregular heartbeats) 



INVENTORSHIP OF AI 
The EPO (and other jurisdictions) requires that
the inventor be a human.  How then should
ownership of inventions “created” by AI systems
be considered?

 Three options for attributing ownership of the IP:

Which of the above approaches do you think is best?

Stay tuned as development of relevant law typically
lags well behind advances in technology.

the owner of the AI system 

the designer of the AI system 

the AI system user 



INVENTORSHIP OF AI 

In the meantime ....

address ownership issues in
relevant agreements:

R&D
joint development
work for hire
supply agreements
etc ...



AI and COPYRIGHT 
The Next Rembrandt: a painter from the 17th century is back thanks
to an 18 month project using an AI system

creation of a database of all 346 Rembrandt paintings (150 GB of digitally rendered
graphics)

analysis using high-resolution 3D scans and digital �les, which were upscaled using
machine learning. The algorithm ran Linux Virtual Machines (VM) on Microsoft Azure.

design of a software system that could understand Rembrandt based on the artist´s
use of geometry, composition, and painting materials. Use of a facial recognition
algorithm to identify and classify the most typical geometric patterns used by
Rembrandt to paint human features. 

creating a 2D painting, replicating the style and generating new facial features
according to Rembrandt´s use of proportions and, �nally, printing a 3D version



AI and COPYRIGHT 

Authorship issue:

can a work "authored" by AI enjoy copyright protection? 

if so, who is the "author"?



The increased importance of SEPs in the 4IR

The ability of connected devices and
systems to work together is crucial for
maximising this economic potential.
Without interoperability, enabled by
standards, 40 % of the potential
bene�ts of IoT systems would not be
reaped. Standards frequently make
reference to technologies that are
protected by patents.

Communication  from the Commission  to the European Parliament, the Council and the
European Economic and Social Committee Setting out the EU approach to Standard
Essential Patents 29.11.2017

STANDARDS

A patent that protects technology
essential to a standard is called a
standard-essential patent (SEP).
SEPs therefore protect technologies
that are essential for complying with
technical standards and for
marketing products based on such
standards.

SEP



THE VIRTUOUS CIRCLE OF SEPs: THE THEORY 



 

charging excessive licensing fees 
using litigation threats

lack of quality and accessibility of SDO databases
lack of essentiality checks on SEPs

CRITICAL AREAS  OF SEPs ACCORDING TO THE EC

infringing SEPs  
not engaging in good faith negotiations



CJEU - HUAWEI v ZTE (C-170/13) 16 July 2015

Prior to bringing an action, should alert
the implementer about the alleged
infringement by:

The SEP holder should propose to the
implementer a speci�c, written o�er for a
license under FRAND terms, specifying:

designating the SEP allegedly infringed
specifying the way in which it has been
infringed

the royalty
the way in which such royalty should
 be calculated

SEP HOLDER 

should express willingness to conclude
a licensing agreement on FRAND terms

The implementer should diligently
respond to the SEP holder´s o�er (no
delay tactics)

IMPLEMENTER 



Customs Enforcement in the European Union

the IP right holder lodges an application for
action with the competent customs department:
the application may be nation-wide or EU-wide
the customs o�cers suspend the release of
suspected infringing goods and notify the IP
 right holder
the IP right holder carries out an analysis of
samples of such goods and provide the customs
authority with a technical report within 10 days
from the custom´s noti�cation
in order to con�rm the seizure, the IP right
holder also must initiate a legal proceeding (in
Italy the custom o�cers notify the judicial
authority, which opens a criminal proceeding)

Procedure
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robert.alderson@berggren.�

ROBERT
ALDERSON
International Business Development,
United States Patent Attorney, 
European Patent Attorney

+39 347 493 0483
+358 10 227 2000 

Robert is one of a very small number of intellectual
property attorneys working at a European IP �rm who
has a law degree from the United States and is quali�ed
to practice before both the United States Patent and
Trademark O�ce and the European Patent O�ce.

In his professional capacity, Robert has a great deal of
experience in patent prosecution, litigation, licensing,
opinion letter-writing, and IP due diligence matters.
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MARIELLA
MASSARO
International Business Development,
IP Strategist

+358 45 788 14178
+358 10 227 2000 

Mariella is primarily focused on international business
development.

She has been a frequent speaker at international
events and workshops on a variety of IP issues,
including Al, IoT and SEPs in China, South Korea, Russia,
the United States and Italy. She has also authored
several articles on IP matters from a European and
comparative law perspective.

"


